Inspector:
The product is approved qualified
for delivery

Model No: HJ20U/AM1(X)

·Please read this Instructions carefully before using
·The company reserves the right to interpret this Instruction
·For product appearance, the material object shall prevail
·After reading it, please keep it properly together with the invoice
·In case of product technology or software upgrades, without notice
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Quick Introduction to the Usage Scenarios

Quick Introduction to the Usage Scenarios
The method of timer shutdown: In the boot-up state, press the "timer" key, you can set

What to do with the dirty indoor air?

the shutdown after 01-24 hours, the timer set of 00 hour means the cancellation of timer
Use the purify function, press the "purify" key after the boot, the "purify" key turns from
half brightness to fully brightness, the purification function starts and you can press "fan
speed" key to adjust the fan speed.
Purification
PURIFY

Humidification

shutdown.
TIMER

Dehumidification

How to use if you want to open it in advance when you are at work?
Two ways to open the machine in advance:

What to do with the muddy indoor air?
Use the fragrance function, put fragrance slice into the Magic Air Treatment, just press the

1 Through the timer boot function. In the shutdown state, touch the "timer" key, you

"switch" key and you can enjoy the fragrant air; you can also press the "fan speed" key to

can set the boot-up after 01-24 hours, the timer set of 00 hour means the

adjust the fan speed.

cancellation of timer boot.

TIMER

How to use in the office space, public places?
Use the smart function; press the "smart" key, Magic Air Treatment can work automatically

The air quality is visible?
Magic Air Treatment will detect the PM2.5 condition of the air and show different colors

and you do not get distracted any more.

according to the different numerical values of PM2.5: The PM2.5 numerical values are
excellent(green), good(dark blue), mildly polluted(blue), moderately polluted(purple)

SMART

and severely polluted(red), which correspond to green, dark blue, blue, purple and red
lights in sequence.

How to set scene lighting?

How to use when sleep?
Press the “sleep” key, Magic Air Treatment can work silently, there will be no bright lights

In the boot-up state, pressing the "sleep" key for more than 3 seconds to switch to cycle

(casually touching the display area can awaken lights), and you can also set the timer

show of light colors representing 5 different air qualities, then pressing the "sleep" key

shutdown.

for more than 3 seconds again to withdraw the cycle show and return to the air quality
display state.
SLEEP

TIMER

SLEEP
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TIMER
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Safety Precautions Regarding This Product
Prohibit conducting behaviors specified in any
content with this sign. Any neglect may cause
damage to the machine or endangerthe personal
safety of the user.

Product Features
The content with this sign has something to do with the
safety of the product and the user's personal safety.
Operation must be strictly in accordance with the contents
of the warning light.

360° surrounding air supply.
Ultra-silence design to ensure quiet sleep
Medical-level HEPA filter.

Don't let any paint or insecticide spray on the surface of the machine. When using

Silver ion filter, effectively bactericidal to the air.

insecticides, please don't run the Magic Air Treatment product
Do not install the Magic Air Treatment product in the place where combustible gas can

Solid fragrance slices, light and elegant, effectively improve the air odor.

easily leak so as to avoid the fire caused by gas leakage. Do not use it in

High-intelligent artificial intelligence mode, automatically switch functions

combustible, explosive and corrosive gas environment.
When the machine is running, don't touch the air inlet and air outlet. Don't put your

according to the air environment and adjust the air environment to the most

hands or any object into the air inlet and air outlet to avoid injury or damage to the

suitable state for human body.

Magic Air Treatment product.
To keep the air inlet and the air outlet of the Magic Air Treatment product unimpeded, do

Adopt the brushless DC motor for energy and electricity saving.

not put sundries above the machine or near the air inlet and the air outlet.
Please supervise and instruct young children to avoid them from directly contacting or

The petal breathing light is initially invented in the industry, which can show
different colors according to the air quality.

using the Magic Air Treatment product.
Do not use alcohol, diluent or other solvents to clean the Magic Air Treatment product.
Don't pour water on the machine directly.
Reliable grounding must be assured! For the ground connection, it should be
connected to the special grounding device of buildings. Do not connect the
grounding wire to the gas pipe, water pipe and other unreliable places. The
unreliable grounding will lead to electric shock and fire.
Do not sit or put things on the machine, otherwise it will cause accidental losses or
damages.

If there is any damage to the power cable and plug, do not use it. Do not touch the power
cable with the wet hand.
When moving or maintaining the machine, please stop it from running and unplug the
power plug.
If it is not used for a long time, please cut off the power supply of the Magic Air Treatment
and discard the water in the water tank.
When the machine has a peculiar odor, please stop using it and cut the power off, contact
the after-sales personnel to check to avoid failure or fire.
Sundries can easily fall into the air outlet, please check it before using to avoid sundries
from being put into it by young children.
The Magic Air Treatment shall be placed in a place with a distance of at least 50 cm to the
wall or other obstacles.
Please operate the Magic Air Treatment product in a horizontal plane.
Power socket must be equipped with ground wire to ensure that the electric appliance can
effectively grounding through the power socket. In case of no grounding or incomplete
grounding, there may be danger of electric shock or fire.
If the power cable is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its maintenance
department or similar specialty personnel to avoid dangers.
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Preparations before Using
1 Take down the rear cover of purification module.
2 Take out the HEPA filter.

Purification
Module

Special remind: The plastic bag must be removed for taking out the
HEPA filter (to prevent suffocation, please keep this inner bag away from
children for storage or throw it away).

Product Assembly Guide

When assembling the product, please note
according to the arrows of the pictures,
Red aligns with red (picture )
Blue aligns with blue (picture )

3 Put the HEPA filter without plastic bag back into the purification module.

Product Assembly Sequence

If the fragrance slices are required for keeping the air fragrant, please put

Fragrance
Slices
(OPTIONAL)

the slices into the fragrance module. The specific steps are as follows:

1 Isolate the fragrance module from the product.
2 Turn the fragrance module over.
3 Switch after opening it up as the directions of arrows shown in the
picture.

Purify series
Fragrance
module

Purify
module

4 To add a few drops of aromatherapy oils to the box.

The valid use period of a fragrance slice is one to three months depending
on the use environment and running time of the machine. If it is required
after failure, please replace according to the above steps.
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Running Mode

Function Description
1

Press to control “on” or “off”

Touch key names and function description

4

Power key

2

5

Fan speed

FAN SPEED

The fan speed is divided into five, which can be adjusted.

PURIFY

6

8

SMART

Humidity

9

SLEEP

TIMER

3

Purify

PURIFY

This key can be open after assembling the purify module

7

Press the purify key to start the purification function and the key becomes brighter.

10

The purify ability can be adjusted according to the wind speed under the purify mode.

FAN SPEED

PURIFY

4

Child lock indicator
Press smart key and sleep key for three seconds, the child lock function can be started;
Press smart key and sleep key for three seconds again, the child lock function can be
unlocked. After the child lock function is started, the screen cannot be operated which

3

2

can avoid the false operation by children.

1

5

※ After plugging the power cable, the machine will conduct self-inspection in full

Purify filter materials replacement reminder

PURIFY

When the light of purify filter materials replacement reminder is on, please replace the
brightness first, and then the power switch will revert to half brightness. Press “

” key,

purify filter materials in the purify module. After the replacement, please press the

the system will detect the on-line module and half brighten the indicator of the corresponding

purify key for three seconds to reset the purify filter materials replacement reminder.

module. Other keys' functions are available but display in half brightness before the boot.

6

Humidity display
Display the current environment humidity.
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Function Description

Function Description
7

Timer

TIMER

Petal breathing light

In the boot-up state, touch the timer key to set timer shutdown, you can set the

Press the sleep key for three seconds to enter the lighting display mode. The petal breathing

shutdown after 01-24 hours, the timer set of 00 hour means the cancellation of timer

light display the color cycle switching. Press the sleep key again for three seconds to quit the

shutdown.
In the shutdown state, touch the timer key to set timer boot, you can set the boot after
01-24 hours, the timer set of 00 hour means the cancellation of timer boot.

lighting display mode.
The Magic Air Treatment can detect the air environment and show different colors in terms of
different air quality:

8

Smart

SMART

Press smart key to enter the smart mode and its indicator becomes on.
Under the smart mode, the system will adjust the product running function and wind

1
.When the air quality is excellent, the green light is on.
2.When the air quality is good, the dark blue light is on.
3.When the air quality is mildly polluted, the blue light is on.
4.When the air quality is moderately polluted, the purple light is on.
5.When the air quality is severely polluted, the red light is on.

speed according to the air environment and actually assembled function modules
automatically, and adjust the air environment to the most comfortable state for
human body automatically.

Sleep

SLEEP

Press sleep key to enter the sleep mode and its indicator becomes on.
The machine will adjust wind speed to mute shift after entering sleep mode and turn
off all the lights for supplying comfortable sleep environment except for the power
switch in half brightness.
Touch any key can wake up the product again.
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Petal breathing light

9

Temperature display
Display the current environment temperature.
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Maintenance Instructions

Maintenance Instructions

1

The machine is not allowed to be put on soft or uneven surface to avoid the shake or
noise produced during operation, and the electric leakage caused by water leakage.

2

Do not put any strips or hard materials into the machine in case of damage to the
machine.

6

Purify module filter
Please take down the rear cover of purification module (it can be directly
disassembled without screw).
Take our white HEPA filter and replace them.
Put the HEPA filter into the machine.
Please note the blue surface of HEPA filter must be placed upwards.
Replace the rear cover of purification module.

3

4

5

Please plug the power cable out of the socket when the machine is shut down or is not
used for a long time and put the machine in a place where children cannot reach.

The blue surface of
HEPA filter must be
placed upwards

2

To achieve good dehumidification, purification and humidification effect, the place in
front of and at the back of the machine shall be kept open to avoid blocking the air
circulation.

1

Do not use alcohol, petrol, or water above 40 Celsius degrees.

Alcohol

Arrangement order of filter
Gasoline

White HEPA filter

When the accumulative working time exceeds 2000 hours, the icon

The power supply shall be cut off for any of the following maintenance procedures.

PURIFY

for replacing

filter materials is on so as to remind users of replacing HEPA filter . After the filter
material is replaced, please long press PURIFY for 3 seconds, the buzzer will buzz for 3
sounds (3 times/1 second), and the icon

for replacing purify filter will flash for 3
PURIFY

times (1 time/0.5 seconds), and it means the accumulative purify time of purify filter
material is reset.
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Trouble Shooting and Solution

Maintenance Instructions
Maintenance and special instruction for purification module filter
1

Clean purification filter
HEPA filter cannot be rinsed with water, and their service time is about 2000 hours, but

Warning

the specific replacement time is slightly extended or shortened according to the service
environment and pollution degree. It is suggested to sweep the dust on the surface of

Only professionals can disassemble the machine and
please firstly unplug the power plug when replacing or
rinsing the filter for fear of shock hazard. In case of failure,
please remove the failure according to the instruction for
use, and please contact with the agent of the Company or
the Company if not.

HEPA filter every week in the dusty place, and it is suggested to take out HEPA filter after
using for 1-2 months under clean environment, collect the dust and other particles by
dust collector and replace the filter in the machine again. It is suggested that the service
time of the HEPA filter is less than two year.

Replacement and installation instructions for purify module filter

3

2
1

4

Problem
2

Special instruction for use of purification module
1. When it is used under strong irritating odor generated by cigarette and barbecue, the
filter may have peculiar odor within several weeks or several months.

2. Please avoid using under the circumstance of large changes in temperature and

Failure reasons

Solution

E1

Temperature and humidity sensor
failure

Contact maintenance personnel for repair

E4

Failure of EEPROM

Contact maintenance personnel for repair

E7

Communication failure of display
and power board

Contact maintenance personnel for repair

Failure of fan motor

Contact maintenance personnel for repair

E14

generating dew, and it is suitable for using at 0-35℃ so as to extend the service life of
filter.

3. The filter will generate peculiar odor after getting wet, so it should be dried in the sun.
Notes: HEPA filter is consumable, which is charged within warranty period.

Maintenance for filter on base
In order to ensure the product
ability, the dust filter on base
should be taken out and rinsed
with clean water after using for
two weeks, and replaced to
the machine after drying
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Trouble Shooting and Solution
Failure
phenomenon

Machine does
not work

There are peculiar
odors at air outlet

Purify effect
is poor

No air blowout

Checklist
Whether power is opened

Power on

Whether plug is loosened

Connect plug

Module combination is not
installed in place

Recombination

The filter absorbs too many
peculiar odors or smokes

Replace the old filter with a new one

Service life of filter is due

Replace the old filter with a new one

Whether indoor air is too dry

Open the humidification function or
increase the indoor air humidity

The machine is placed in the
unventilated place or near the
barriers

Change its position, remove away
barriers

There are foreign matters which
block the air outlet or air inlet

Remove the foreign matter

Technical Data
Purify series technical parameter
Power supply
Rated power

330m³/h

Clean air quantity

305m³/h

Net weight

16

38W

Air volume

Noise

Elimination methods

25-50dB(A)
7.8kg

